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Talladega National Forest sits in central
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Alabama, pine trees and mixed forests
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growing atop rolling hills and steep
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ridges. Every year, my husband hunts for

and my progress slows to just about one

deer and turkey along its slopes, and

mile per hour.

this spring I came along to check out
the gorgeous new flowers.

So I took out my two-needle socks with
yarn by @knittykittybags on Instagram,

We hiked up and up, aiming for the top

distracting myself from my increasingly

of a 600 foot "mountain." I am a

ragged breaths by some stockinette

TERRIBLE hiker. Like, legit terrible: slow,

rows.

Dogwoods and azaleas bloomed along the
trail, their bright colors contrasting with the
fading afternoon light. Smaller blooms erupted
from the leaf litter on the forest floor, some
shades exactly matching my pastel-hued yarn.
The woods were quiet, peaceful.
At the very top of the ridge, we sat down on
the trail itself, listening while I continued to
knit. In the distance, a Mourning Dove called;
overhead, a flock of Turkey Vultures swirled
against the bright blue sky. On the upper
boughs of nearby pines, a handful of butterflies
flit back and forth.
It's so difficult to find places in the outdoor
world undisturbed by human noise.
Other than our own voices, we heard not one
person, not one airplane, not one chainsaw or
car engine. In place of people and machines we
heard the buzzing of pollinators, listened to the
wind rustle the branches overhead. It was
wonderful.
Eventually, we had to head back down the ridge
before darkness settled against the landscape
for the night. Knitting seemed a bit dangerous
when going downhill - would I stab myself if I
fell? - so I placed the needles and yarn carefully
in my shoulder-bag and stopped only to smell
the azaleas.
Will I take my knitting on a steep hike once
again? Yes! But only on the uphill climb.
See all "Places You Can Knit" snippets here!

that I've finished the front panel and am

On the Needles:
Garter Sweater

starting on the back, I am lulled into
relaxation - even more than usual - by the
straight lines, the big cable, the easy
edging.

I don't knit much in garter stitch. A cuff
here, a border there, but rarely do I create
an entire article of clothing from the most

I usually take my sweater on trips, either
in a car or a boat or even to a waiting

basic of knitting techniques.

room (which I suppose is a trip... to and

Until, that is, I downloaded a free pattern

for the finished product!

from Yarnspirations with one long,
beautiful cable threading up the side. I
wanted something simple, something I
could throw on over a t-shirt and jeans,
and I relished the simple back and forth
motion of garter rows.
For years, I only knit in garter, churning
out dozens of scarves and baby blankets
for myself as well as all my family. Now

from boredom). Soft, warm - I can't wait

"Sweater, n.: garment
worn by child when its
mother is feeling chilly."
~ Ambrose Bierce

Yarn Spotlight:
@estancia.riopenitente
My parents have had a busy travel year.
Celebrating their 60th birthdays, they rafted
down rivers in Idaho, traced waterways in
New Zealand, and sought penguins in Chile.
In every location, they like to buy little
presents for my and my two siblings.
I am the EASIEST person for whom to buy
gifts. Merely geo-locate your closest yarn
store, choose a skein, and you're good to go!
But in Chile, my parents took it a step
further, and bought me two skeins of
gorgeous gray and white yarn from a
farm/B&B combo named Hosteria Estancia
Río Penitente.
The hosteria owners write on their website:
"The ranch has transcended five generations
and the original facilities are still preserved,
such as the main house and the shearing
shed. We incorporated tourism in 1990 as a
complement of sheep farming, which has
helped to keep the history alive and be able
to show the typical activities of one of the
first farms of Patagonia."
My parents spent their nights in the cozy
guest rooms, visiting with the sheep when
not flyfishing nearby.

The yarn is gorgeous, soft but thick,
easy to knit with and warm. I've opted
to knit the sweater described above,
but I have a slight problem: I need
more! It looks like I'll have just enough
yarn for the front and back, and plan
to order another skein for the wide,
loose sleeves.
For more information about Hosteria
Estancia Río Penitente, click here.

“I will always buy extra
yarn. I will not try to
tempt fate.”
~ Stephanie PearlMcPhee

